Discover our
brand-new
Luuma Series.
[ for the enlightened ]
The Luuma series offers an impressive
family of luminaires for your distinct
designs and any type of project.

Those 5 a.m. 
runs just 
got brighter.

Contemporary
outdoor LED
luminaires,
the Luuma series
helps you
to create a
never-before-seen
ambiance for
your project.

Highly efficient
optical system (IP66)
Optimized thermal
management; lifespan
of up to 100 000h
Energy savings
of up to 70%
Ready for dimming
control systems
Protective and
vandal-resistant
high-impact
acrylic lenses
Multiple
configurations
Marine-grade finish

ENDLESS
VARIETY.
ENDLESS
MODULARITY.
Be creative
and design
your very
unique
luminaire.

Are you looking to switch from HID
to LED lighting? Our Concept series
provides proven LED technology in over
100 different models that can provide
up to 70% in energy savings.
Thanks to the ultimate flexibility
of our Concept series, you can mix
and match any luminaire part, from
top to bottom! Customize your

Choose from one
of the largest
collections of
accessories, tops,
deflectors, rings,
lenses and cages.

luminaire—without the bill!
Lumca’s extensive portfolio of lighting
can cater to the requirements of any type
of urban or rural development projects.
What’s more, you can customize various
light sources and models for a truly
distinct look.

he’ll be
ready
for high
school
before you
have to
change
the LEDs.

and LIGHT COLUMNS

Withstand
any wheather
conditions.
Bar none.
With a marine-grade finish, all of Lumca’s
products, including our bollard series and
light columns, can be installed in any type
of environment.

The only limit is your imagination!

Our luminous
bollards and light
columns add an
exclusive finish
to your high-scale
projects. Whether
you are looking for

Give continuity to your
stellar design.
Easy to install and maintain, our luminous
bollards and light columns, which are mainly

a more traditional
or contemporary
design, we’ve got
a bollard design
for you!

made out of extruded aluminum, are offered
in several forms, heights and colors.

We’ll
light up
your
romance
again.

Our latest,
brightest
idea.
Support any light
—and a whole
lot more
Easy installation of different accessories on the pole.

Ingenious! Clampless
fixtures are now a
reality for a more
sleek design.
With easy-to-install
rail sections, you can
add a wide variety of
accessories, including
cameras, benches,
banners, speakers,
electric chargers,

With
Pole with strap

garbage cans, and
much more!

Become the light
of the city.

LUMCA: WHERE FORM AND
FUNCTION REALLY MEET.
Do you envision a new development project with stunning lighting
that simply guarantees the wow factor with your clients? Do you have
pragmatic concerns regarding your luminaires, such as their useful life,
robustness and easy maintenance? Are you fed up of the typical cookiecutter approach to lighting and craving true breakthrough lights?

LUMCA LIGHTS UP
NEW POSSIBILITIES.
Lumca has many decades of experience in designing and manufacturing lighting products that are both beautiful and brilliant. We have
forged an enviable reputation as a lighting manufacturer that strikes
the perfect balance between aesthetics, practicality and sheer innovation. We go beyond just “developing” lights. We tap into the needs of
our clients to create appealing light designs—with ingenious features,
such as tool-less maintenance, highly efficient optical systems, and
detachable parts that can be mixed and matched in a variety of ways.
There’s R&D. And then there’s Lumca R&D. With an innovation-driven
culture and commitment to high performance, we ensure that the
quality of our products surpasses industry standards. From our designs
to the materials we use to our manufacturing processes, Lumca
provides crave-worthy lighting products for large-scale projects and
prestigious clients across North and Central America.
All of our luminaires are handmade, attesting to the level of expertise
and craftsmanship only Lumca can provide. Thanks to our simple,
disposal-free, and organic plaforization process, you can rest assured
you are getting marine-grade luminaires with just one coat of treatment
and without producing any greenhouse gases. What’s more? All of
Lumca’s luminaires undergo over 5000 hours of saline fog tests—
the highest in the industry. Robustness and environmentally friendly
luminaires? Lumca’s product components and processes can contribute to LEED points.
In addition, Lumca’s luminaires are mainly made out of extruded, nonporous aluminum, which means all of our lighting solutions are extremely lightweight—a great bonus when calculating loads on poles.
Need even more flexibility for custom projects? The processes with
which we can bend our aluminum and cut it to any size means that you
can get exactly the type of luminaire design you want.

We’re paving the way
to the future of lighting.
Will you join us?
WE’RE CERTIFIED!
Lumca is certified ISO 9001:2008. Lumca’s products are also tested
and certified at independent laboratories to guarantee compliance
with national and international standards that govern the lighting
industry.

lumca.com
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Become a Lumca agent
and join a  dynamic  team!
Give us a call at 1 877 650 -1693

